NOTEBOOK BIOS:

IN THE RECEPTION:
● ON TOP OF THE NOTEBOOK PAGE:
I (Spencer Byrne) own this notebook. If you find this, please return. That means you too,
Leon, stop snatching my stuff.

●

SANDRA AXTON
A famous crime fiction author with an ambition. She got popular after publishing her first
book “Quiet Streets Near Pandora’s Avenue”.

●

HOTEL LEXICON
This place sure has been here for a while. Where the city meets the suburbs, Hotel
Lexicon happily hosts everyone – families, businesspeople, travellers, thugs, and
outlaws. And me and my friend Leon of course, Hotel Lexicon’s bar is a lively place to
stop by after a day of hard work.
Yet after what happened... It’s truly a shame to see this place so quiet.

IN ROOM 1:

●

JAY RAYNER
Jay was a part of Sapir’s Hand – a local criminal group based on strong family ties.
Sapir’s Hand has a lot of influence over the city, and staying out of their way is strongly
recommended.
Jay appreciated literature I suppose, and thus willingly participated in interviews held by
Sandra Axton in the hotel bar.
However, Jay was murdered in this room a few days ago with Hotel Lexicon’s letter
opener.

●

TERRY RAYNER
Terry is a known criminal, a ruthless guy from Sapir’s Hand. He is Jay Rayner’s brother,
and very loyal to the entire family. I wouldn’t annoy him.

IN ROOM 2:

●

A HIRED KILLER
Hotel Lexicon... this place never disappoints with the amount of murders being prepared
here.
Based on these items, whoever stayed in this room seems to be a professional killer.
Someone must have paid a great amount of money for this. Which means that someone
must have had a strong motivation... I wonder what it might be.

IN ROOM 3:

●

LEON VANES
Leon, my dear friend. My most loyal co-worker. A fellow detective. All tangled up in this
mess…
Hotel Lexicon’s bar was one of his favourite places to spend time at – after work of
course.
I always thought it was just because it’s a lively bar, a lot of people chatting and dancing,
a few darker shadows near the walls for sure, but they never bothered us. We never
bothered them.
Now I understand why.

IN THE HOTEL BAR:

● SANDRA AXTON
Sandra stayed in Hotel Lexicon while doing research for her second book. She
interviewed people here in the hotel bar – this setting was of great inspiration for her.
Sandra had been gathering insider information from Sapir’s Hand as well as from me –
Spencer Byrne, your local detective happy to share the secrets of the underworld.
Oh and... We might have had a thing.
She is wrongly suspected of Jay Rayner’s murder... Because of me.

